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1. Technical specifications 

The VM Operations package with a 333 kHz sensor head is an Acoustic Doppler Current 

Profiler (ADCP) for use on operational offshore vessels. The modern, directly applicable 

software allows easy operation. It comes with a junction-box and a processing unit to 

display data in real time. VM Operations has the primary function of a vessel-mounted 

current profiler and can provide real-time current profiles up to a range of 125m. As an 

option the system can output Bottom Track (speed over ground) information over a 

direct serial line, from the same junction box. Information valuable for navigation or 

station keeping purpose. An optional DNV type approved bottom penetration allows swift 

maintenance and hassle free operation of the sensor head. 

See for the most recent product information: 

https://www.nortekgroup.com/products/signature-vm-operations  

This document guides you through the installation of the Double Bottom version of the 

Bottom Penetration unit. 

2. DNV Type Approval Bottom Penetration Unit 

The VM Operations can be delivered with a bottom penetration with a type approval of 

DNV according to DNV certificate TAS000002CU-Revision 1. 

Delivery of a bottom penetration consists of: 

• Bell housing with accessories. The bell housing is made of Steel EN10250-2/Grade 

S355j2G3+N with material certificate EN 10204:2005 3.1 and product certificate 

based on a witnessed pressure test by DNV. Alternatively, the bell housing can be 

delivered with a product certificate by either Lloyd's Register or Bureau Veritas 

based on the DNV type approval and witnessed pressure test by Lloyd's Register 

or Bureau Veritas respectively. 

• Gate valve DN200 PN10 of ductile iron according to the DNV type approval 

certificate with product certificate by DNV, Lloyd's Register, Bureau Veritas, RINA 

or ABS 

• Two flanges for a double hull vessel or a single flange for a single hull vessel 

according to the DNV type approval certificate. Flanges are made of steel 

EN10250-2/Grade S355j2G3+N and come with a material certificate EN 

10204:2005 3.1. A steel pipe for double hull vessels is to be supplied by the yard.  

 In case a class society does not accept flanges as described above, drawings in PDF and 

STEP formats are available free of charge. You may find these drawings suitable in cases 

the society requests a material certificate 3.2. or requests a different thickness or 

different material is needed. 

We advise to discuss installation of this bottom penetration with the class society well in 

advance of installation. 

https://www.nortekgroup.com/products/signature-vm-operations
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3. Installation Guide 

 

This guide provides installation instructions for the Nortek VM Operations for double 

bottom construction. The assembly drawing/general arrangement drawings provide an 

overview of components required for installation. The following drawings are referred to 

in the document, and given below: 

 

Figure 1. N2043-060 NSO DB Assembly 

Figure 2. N2043-060 NSO DB Assembly, sheet 2 (maintenance space) 

Figure 3. N2043-065 NSO Bell Housing Assembly (JB1, 100 – 240V AC) 

Figure 4. N2043-040 NSO Assembly for DB 

Figure 5. 4430-6010.01 Junction Box VM Operations 
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Figure 1. N2043-060 NSO DB Assembly, sheet 1 (NSO:Nortek Signature Operations) 
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Figure 2. N2043-060 NSO DB Assembly, sheet 2 (maintenance space) 
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Figure 3. N2043-065 NSO Bell Housing Assembly (100 – 240V AC) 
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Figure 4. N2043-040 NSO Assembly for DB 
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Figure 5. 4430-6010.01 Junction Box VM Operations 
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3.1 Placement of Bottom Penetration & general instructions 

The Nortek VM Operations is based on the Doppler principle and must be completely 

submerged in water and should be installed in an area with minimal acoustic noise. The 

sensor head should not be installed close to the bow thruster propeller outlets, or other 

hull installations (outlets, vents or other protruding details), this to avoid unnecessary 

aeration or even cavitation and turbulence. Avoid locations where air may be trapped in 

heavy weather. 

 

 The sensor head is to be installed in the ship centreline, or as close to the centreline 

as possible, in a horizontal plane that is not subject to turbulence or aeration.  

 

In most hull designs the optimal location will be in the fore part of the ship, however 

there may be cases where other locations are preferred, please inquire your local naval 

architect for the best option(s). Nortek can provide engineering support on location for 

the NSO upon request.  

 
 

The sensor head itself should be handled with caution during installation and assembly. 

As an option, Nortek can provide a service engineer to install the instrument itself after 

the bottom flange and gate valve are installed. Please check agreed purchase order 

scope for installation before proceeding.  All items identified in this document as part of 

assembly will be delivered by Nortek. Please check Nortek shipment box(s) for parts. 

 

Note that the welding to hull structures and structural support of the items may be 

subject to separate approval by classification societies for each installation on board a 

ship. 

 

 The active surface of the sensor must be installed with the sensor head at a 

maximum of +/-1 degree to the ships horizontal plane. 

 

If a flat, horizontal section is not available for instrument fitting, the yard must construct 

a suitable landing.  

 

 Welding seams or any other sharp objects in the direct area of the transducer head 

should be removed, smoothed and/or rounded off, in order not to create turbulence or 

aeration in front of the sensor head while at speed. 
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Nortek will deliver a DNV class approved Bottom Penetration. See enclosed data sheet 

and GA for details of the Bottom Penetration.  When handling the Bottom Penetration 

assembly, all lifting devices must be attached on the outside of the valve. The Bottom 

Penetration assembly should be placed in a service accessible place, large enough for 

installation/ disassembly/maintenance of the sensor head and the gate valve. 

 

 Protect the active element of the transducer/sensors during transport and 

installation, and do NOT paint the surface.  

 Please note that the sensor head is filled with purified water and requires protection 

from frost.  
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4. NSO DB Flange welding 

• Protect the inside of the NSO DB Bottom Flange (item 2, drawing no. N2043-060, 

sheet 1) before welding and handle with care! 

 

• Cut a hole with a diameter of Ø 342mm in the ship’s hull (bottom shell).  

 

   
 

• There is no need for specific rotation / flange orientation for further mounting.  

 

• Weld the bottom flange (item 2) drawing no. N2043-060, sheet 1 with the neck 

facing upwards (for access from inside the vessel). 

 

 

 
 

• Weld the flange (item 2) drawing no. N2043-060, sheet 1 horizontally (-/+ 1 

degree) to the ship’s bottom shell. 

 

• The flange bottom must be flush with the ship’s bottom shell. 
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• Then weld the pipe (item 3, yard supply) drawing no. N2043-060, sheet 1 with ID 

200 mm vertically (-/+ 0.5 degree) to the bottom flange neck. 
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• Weld the top flange (item 6) drawing no. N2043-060, sheet 1 

(-/+ 0.5 degree) on the top of the pipe with the neck facing down 

 

 
 

• Remove all welding seams after welding to make a smooth surface, both inside 

the flange / pipe walls and on the bottom face (flange / ship’s hull). 

• Coat the flanges and pipe according to yard standard 

 

After completion of the welding, protect the flange and opening means of a blanking 

plate until installation of the bell housing assembly.  
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5. Assembling 

This chapter provides instructions for assembly. It first introduces the breakdown of 

subassemblies and then gives instructions on how to install each subassembly. 

  

Illustration of Completed 

Assembly 
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5.1 Subassembly 

There are 3 main subassemblies. 

• NSO DB Flange and Gate Valve 

• NSO Assembly for DB (Drawing no. N2043-040) 

• NSO Bell Housing Assembly (Drawing no. N2043-065) 

Otherwise see the main drawing (Drawing no. N2043-060) for item numbers / inventory 

numbers. 

Description Figure 

NSO DB Flange and Gate Valve 

 

NSO Assembly for DB (Drawing no. 

N2043-040) 
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NSO Bell Housing Assembly (Drawing 

no. N2043-065) 

 

Please note that the dimensions of the 

junction box differ and do not comply 

with drawing N2043-065, see chapter 

5.7 JB Cable connections 
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5.2 Mounting the Gate Valve to the NSO DB Flange 

After welding the top flange (item 6 of drawing no. N2043-060, sheet 1) the gate valve 

can be mounted; see drawing N2043-60 for the relevant item numbers.  

  
 

• If applicable, remove the blanking plate from the flange. 

• Inspect the flange and ensure it is free from any defects and debris. 

• Place the gasket (item 7) on the top of Top flange (item 6), then lower the Gate 

Valve (item 8, approx. 85 kg) (with open gate) using appropriate lifting gear. 

• Use bolts, flat washers, split lock washers and nuts. 

•  Align parts before tightening the nuts! 

• Close the gate valve after it has been mounted. 

 

 

Use the (star) method of tightening the 

nuts as shown in the figure. 

For each torque setting, repeat the star 

method until all nuts are tightened to that 

torque. Only then go to the next torque 

setting, and again, repeat the star method 

until all nuts are tightened to that torque. 

Tighten all nuts in three steps; Tighten nut 

1,2,- 8 with 25 Nm torque, then 37 Nm and 

lastly to 45-50 Nm torque.  

[18 lb-ft, 27 lb-ft, 37 lb-ft // 220 lb-in, 332 

lb-in, 443 lb-in] 
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5.3 Preparing the Sensor Head for use 

If the unit was not filled on arrival, the transducer chamber should be filled with distilled 

water, leaving a minimal amount of air in the transducer chamber. It can help to rotate 

the sensor to allow the larges air bubbles to escape and to allow the tiny air bubbles 

flow upwards to the filling hole overnight. 

5.3.1 Filling distilled water into the transducer chamber 

The instrument may have been shipped in “dry condition” (verify your delivery 

agreement). If your instrument is delivered in “dry condition” filling the chamber with 

distilled water is essential for the instrument to work. Follow the instruction below, you 

will need about 310ml of distilled water to fill the chamber completely. 

 Its very important to use distilled water since this is an acoustic neutral liquid. Take 

necessary measure with extreme heat or cold (below 0 degrees Celsius) when in 

drydock, transportation or in storage. Or, alternatively, delay filling the transducer 

chamber until after launching the vessel.  

 

Place the instrument in a clean 

environment on a horizontal 

plane with the bolt, that closes 

the transducer chamber, on top.  

 

 

 

 

 

Unscrew the bolt and verify the 

small gasket on the bolt is still 

intact.  

 

 

   

Use a funnel and a small bottle or 

a syringe or a laboratory wash 

bottle. Fill till the camber 

completely without injecting any 

air. Keep the transducer opening 

open to allow air to escape. When 

the chamber is clos to full keep 

injecting water into the water of 

the transducer chamber while 

carefully retrieving the outlet. 
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Wait a few minutes and manually 

try to move the unit to collect all 

air in one bubble and ensure that 

its is escaped. Top the unit up 

with extra distilled water at the 

end.  

 

Tiny air bubbles may take up to 

24h to form into a larger bubble 

that is able to escape to the 

opening.   

 

When the sensor head is facing 

downwards a marginal amount of 

air is allowed to stay in front of 

the central bronze temperature 

sensor, however can better be 

avoided. 

 

When the transducer chamber is 

filled, tighten the bolt at 

approximately 1,1 Nm, hand 

tight. 

  

The instrument is now ready to 

be assembled into the bell 

housing. 

 

5.3.2 Replacing the Polycarbonate Front Window 

 

Tighten and untighten the 8 

screws using the star method as 

in 5.2.  

Clean the surface and check the 

status of the O-ring. 

 Replace window and mount it 

with the small surface diameter 

towards the outside. 

Tighten screws “hand tight”  

 

 

 

  

Outside 
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5.4 Assembly of the Extension Pipe to the Sensor Head 

The sensor head should be handled with caution during installation and assembly. The 

transducer window must be free from all defects. 

 

See drawing no. N2043-040 for 

finding item numbers. Align the X 

of the adapter housing extension 

pipe with the filling point of the 

sensor head. Grease the 

connector with 3M silicon spray, 

mate the connector and mount 

the housing extension pipe on the 

back of the sensor head.  

 

Mount the two O-rings (item 5, 

drawing no. N2043-040) on each 

extension pipe. Note there may 

be several extension pipes due to 

distance between bottom hull and 

top of the assembly.  

Mount only the first extension 

pipe before proceeding (if more 

extension pipe is needed, it’s 

better to install this after the bell 

housing installation is done (see 

below).   
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Thread the cable through the 

extension pipe. 

 Align the pipes. Use markings 

for alignment. 

Screw in 8x flat head screws 

(item 7).  Torque: 1,1 Nm 

 

The sensor head with pipe 

adapter and one extension pipe 

ready for further assembly.  
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5.5 Combine the Subassemblies 

NSO Bell Housing Assembly 

drawing no. N2043-065 

Please note that the dimensions 

of the junction box differ and 

do not comply with drawing 

N2043-065, see chapter 5.7 JB 

Cable connections 

 

 

 

 

     

NSO Assembly for DB drawing 

no. N2043-040 

 

Please note that the sensor 

head requires to be filled with 

distilled water before use. This 

requires to have the sensor 

head outside the bottom 

penetration assembly. See 

chapter 5.3.1 for information 

about filling the sensor head. 

 

Loosen the four M16 nuts on 

top of the clamp. Item 3, in 

drawing no. N2043-065. 
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Loosen the Skindicht, item 8 

drawing no. N2043-065 

carefully! Only loosen the top 

nut and avoid rotating the 

whole Skindicht. Please use the 

Nortek supplied thin wrench for 

this. See the arrows in the 

illustration. Loosen the top nut 

enough to allow the extension 

pipe to pass through the Bell 

Housing. 

 

Unscrew the two M8 bolts item 

5 of drawing no. N2043-065 

and screw them into the next 

holes to open the clamp item 4 

of the drawing no. N2043-065 

 

 

Lay the Bell Housing on its side 

for easier assembly.  

Do NOT pull up the sensor by 

the cable! Use the extension 

pipe. 

Thread and pull the extension 

pipe all the way through, so 

that the transducer window is 

flush with the flange of the bell 

housing. If possible, pull the 

instrument so that the 

transducer window is just inside 

the bell housing.  

Ensure that cable is protruding 

from top of extension pipe. 
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Then move both M8 screws, 

item 5 in drawing no. N2043-

065 back in the other treaded 

slots and tighten the clamp in 

order to fix the sensor head 

inside the Bell Housing. 

Tighten the Skindicht. 

 

And tighten four M16 nuts, item 

3, on top of the clamp drawing 

no. N2043-065. 

 

Handle the transducer window 

with care. It must be free of 

defects and blemishes. 

 

 

 

 

Then turn the Bell Housing with 

the correct side up. 
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Remove the plastic foil that 

protects the polycarbonate 

front window from scratches 

during transport and 

installation. 
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5.6 Install the NSO Bell Housing including the NSO Assembly of 

the DB on the Gate Valve 

The Gate Valve must be closed! 

Place the gasket item 7 in 

drawing no. N2043-060 on the 

Gate Valve. 

Place the arrangement 

assemblies on top of the Gasket. 

Use proper lifting gear to 

position the arrangement 

without damage.  

Please note that the Bell 

Housing may be lifted by using 

straps on either side of the 

clamp 

Mount the flat washers (item 

11), bolts (item 12), split lock 

washers (item 13) and nuts 

(item 14) drawing no. N2043-

060.  
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 Align parts before tightening 

the nuts! 

 

Use the (star) method of 

tightening the nuts as shown in 

the figure. 

 

For each torque setting, repeat 

the star method until all nuts 

are tightened to that torque. 

Only then go to the next torque 

setting, and again, repeat the 

star method until all nuts are 

tightened to that torque. 

 

Tighten all nuts in three steps; 

Tighten nut 1,2,- 8 with 25 Nm 

torque, then 37 Nm and lastly to 

45-50 Nm torque.  

 

[18 lb-ft, 27 lb-ft, 37 lb-ft // 220 

lb-in, 332 lb-in, 443 lb-in] 

 

 

Now the remainder of the extension pipes can be installed and the sensor head can be 

lowered into place after this. 

Unscrew the two M8 bolts (item 

5, drawing N2043-065). Put 

them into the two holes further 

from the centre of the clamp 

(item 4, drawing N2043-065). 

Tightening them in the outer 

threaded holes will force open 

the clamp the Hold the 

extension pipe securely.  

     

Lift the clamp up about ¾ of the 

extension pipe and tighten the 

M8 screws. 

Lower the extension pipe 

carefully until it lands on the 

M16 nuts (item 3) drawing no. 

N2043-065. Loosing Skindicht 

(item 8) to allow the instrument 

to be lowered whilst holding 

securely in the extension pipe. 
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Once the clamp lands on the 

threaded rods, tighten the 

Skindicht (item 8). 

 

Add another extension pipe by 

repeating the steps above. 

Mount the 2x O-ring (item 5) 

drawing no. N2043-040 on the 

extension pipe. 

Thread the cable through the O-

rings and extension pipe. 

Align the pipes. Use the 

markings for the alignment. 

Screw in 8x flat head screws 

(item 7) drawing no. N2043-

040. Torque 1.1 Nm. 

Repeat the steps above until all 

the extension pipes are 

installed. 

 

 

Note that the top pipe (item 6) 

drawing no. N2043-040 is 

unique from the other extension 

pipes and must be installed on 

top.  

Thread the cable through the  

Roxtec seal (item 8) drawing no. 

N2043-040 and mount it on the 

top. 

Tighten top screws. 
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Once the top pipe is installed.  

Lower the pipe (instrument 

arrangement) carefully all the 

way until the transducer lands 

on the bottom of the flange 

edge. It must be flush with the 

ship’s bottom hull! 

 

Check and verify that the 

instrument has been lowered 

completely.  

 

When in dock, verify underneath 

the vessel if the sensor head is 

flush! 

 

And make a mark (line) with a 

permanent colour marker on the 

extension pipe which indicate 

the landing position. 
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Before tightening the clamp and Skindicht, the transducer direction must be fixed. 

Turn and adjust the position mark toward the ship’s forward direction. 

 

Then tighten the Skindicht and the clamp without changing the orientation of the 

extension pipe and instrument. Make a mark with a permanent colour marker on the top 

of Bell Housing (item 1) drawing no. N2043-065 which indicates the forward position of 

the ship. 

 

Take a picture of the completed installation showing the top part of the extension pipe in 

the Bell Housing and a picture from below the vessel, showing the transducer window 

being flush with the hull. Please send the pictures to Nortek Netherlands B.V. for 

documentation of the completed installation. 

 The instrument should not be left flush with the hull unless the vessel is in water.  

If the vessel is in dry dock the instrument should be lifted up slightly in the shaft in 

order to protect the transducer window. After the vessel launch the instrument must be 

lowered again in the correct position to be flush with the hull. 
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5.7 JB Cable connections 

The dimensions of the junction 

box (JB) do not correspondent to 

those in drawing N2043-065. The 

correct design and dimensions of 

Nortek junction box model 4430 

are noted in the figure to the 

right. 

 

The cabinet is in accordance to 

the specifications of the 

Nvent_Hoffman, type 

MAS0352515R5. 

 

The cabinet can be installed on 

the bell housing bracket, or wall 

mounted in its close surrounding, 

provided the length of the 

supplied cable allows for this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The outside of the JB has a 

switch on the outside to turn the 

power on or off without opening 

the cabinet. The cabinet’s door 

can be opened and closed with an 

universal key. 
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The bottom plate is fitted with 

three cable glands and one 

connector.  

- A cable gland for a yard 

standard power cable 

towards the yard power 

supply (100-240V AC / 

70W) M20x1.5, cable 

diameter 6-13mm 

- A cable gland for serial 

output M16x1.5 with 

acable diameter 5-10mm  

- A cable gland is fitted for 

the cable to the sensor 

head 

- Amphenol Socapex RJFB71 

Ethernet connector 

towards the Processing 

unit. This connection 

requires a yard supplied 

Cat5e, shielded twisted 

pair cable. 

 

 

 

The junction box is pre-wired 

according to drawing number 

4430-6010.01. A yard standard 

AC power cable should be fitted 

on the L, N and PE terminal 

blocks on the right. 

 

If the serial output will not be 

used, it is recommended to leave 

the serial Sub-D connector 

disconnected from the serial 

converter. 
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5.8 Processing Unit 

Version 4420 of the Nortek 

Vessel Mounted processing unit is 

designed to be fitted in a 19” 

survey rack inside a conditioned 

room. 

 

Housing 19” rack-mountable 2HE 

Dimensions 482x88x400 mm 

Input 
100-240 V AC, 100 W 

Max. 

Total weight 5 kg 

Connections 

Power, Sensor head 

LAN, 2x DisplayPort, 1x 

LAN, 1x LAN for remote 

desktop, 2x USB, 4x 

RS232|RS422|RS485 

configurable port.  

 

The processing unit requires 

input of a professional grade 

NMEA heading and GNSS sensor. 

The VM Operations version 

software manual gives more 

information about connecting the 

system to the junction box and 

its software configuration. 
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6. Disassembly 

To disassemble the NSO DB assembly follow the steps bellow: 

Disconnect the cable between the 

sensor head and the junction box 

(item 10) drawing no. N2043-065. 

 

 

 

 

Unscrew the screws on top of the 

Roxtec Seal (item 8, drawing 

N2043-040), to allow the cable and 

seal to move relative to the 

extension pipe. 
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Use a permanent colour marker 

to mark the original pipe height 

and orientation before loosening 

the clamp. 

 

Loosen and remove the four M16 

nuts (item 3, drawing N2043-

065) that hold the clamp (item 4, 

drawing N2043-065) in place. 

 

Loosen the Skindicht carefully! 

Loosen the top nut of the 

Skindicht with the Nortek 

supplied wrench without moving 

the Skindicht itself. See the 

arrows in the illustration. 

 

 The seawater will flow up in 

between the extension pipe and 

the Skindicht, when the ship is in 

the water! 

 

   

 

Pull up the clamp with the 

instrument arrangement all the 

way up! (Approx. 300mm, 

assuming no extension pipes of 

455 mm each are present)  

 Tighten the Skindicht 
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Unscrew the two M8 bolts (item 

5, drawing N2043-065). Put 

them into the two holes further 

from the centre of the clamp 

(item 4, drawing N2043-065). 

Tightening them in the outer 

threaded holes will force open 

the clamp. 

 

Lower the clamp and then move 

both M8 screws back and tighten 

the clamp in order to fix the 

remaining sensor head 

arrangement. 

Place the four M16 nuts (item 3) 

back onto the threaded rods 

(item 2) and tighten them to 

secure the clamp (item 4) in 

place. 

 

Unscrew the 8x flat head screws 

item 7 on drawing no. N2043-

040. 

Pull out and disconnect the End 

extension pipe from the lower 

Extension pipe! 
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Loosen the Skindicht carefully!  

Loosen the Skindicht carefully! 

Loosen the top nut of the 

Skindicht with the Nortek 

supplied wrench without moving 

the Skindicht itself. See the 

arrows in the illustration. 

 

 The seawater will flow up in 

between the extension pipe and 

the Skindicht, when the ship is in 

the water! 
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Repeat the steps 

 Tighten the Skindicht after 

pulling up the extension pipe. 

  

Unscrew the 8x flat head screws 

(item 7) drawing no. N2043-040. 

Pull out and disconnect the 

Extension pipe from the lower 

Extension pipe! 

 

Repeat steps until the last 

Extension pipe is disconnected, and 

the sensor head is inside the bell 

housing. 

 Tighten the Skindicht  

Tighten the clamp  

 

 Close the Gate Valve by turning 

the wheel.  
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Unmount bolts (item 12), flat 

washers (item 11), nuts (item 14) 

and split lock washers (item 13) 

drawing no. N2043-060. 

 The seawater inside instrument 

housing will flow out on deck.  

 

 After the gate valve is closed, 

flow of seawater should stop before 

you loosen the bolts completely. 

 

 Measures should be taken to 

collect the seawater from hull 

bottom.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lift the Bell Housing assembly by 

attaching straps to both sides of the 

clamp. 

Lower the arrangement on a flat 

place. Take care not to damage the 

sensor head window at the bottom 

of the assembly (N2043-040) 
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Lay the Bell Housing on its side for 

easier (dis)assembly.  

Loosen the four M16 nuts (item 3) 

on top of the clamp drawing no. 

N2043-065. 

Unscrew the two M8 bolts (item 5, 

drawing N2043-065). Put them into 

the two holes further from the 

centre of the clamp (item 4, 

drawing N2043-065). Tightening 

them in the outer threaded holes 

will force open the clamp. 

Loosen the Skindicht carefully!  

 

Loosen the top nut of the Skindicht 

with the Nortek supplied wrench 

without moving the Skindicht itself. 

See the arrows in the illustration to 

allow the extension pipe to pass 

through the Bell Housing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Separate N2043-040 from N2043-

065 

 Take care not to damage the 

transducer window. 
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6.1 Assembling the NSO Bell Housing 

It is possible to assemble the NSO Bell Housing in a workshop. 

All item numbers in this section refer to drawing no. N2043-065. 

Mount the Skindicht sealing 

gland (item 8) carefully and 

ensure the hole and O-ring are 

clean and in proper state! 

 

Use the Nortek supplied (70mm) 

wrench to tighten the Skindicht 

on the Bell Housing  

 
       

Thread the two M16 thread rods 

(item 2) apply Loctite to the 

M16 threaded holes in the top of 

the Bell Housing. 

 

(Loctite secures in 24 hours) 

 

Screw in the two M16x175 

threaded rods (item 2) 

 

Thread 2 hex nuts M16 (item 3) 

on each rod (item 2) 

 

Use the two lower nuts (item 3) 

to secure the rods (item 2) in 

place. 

     

Thread the two hex head screws 

M8 (item 5) in to the top clamp 

(item 4).  

 

Note: the two threaded holes 

closer to the centre of the clamp 

allow tightening the clamp. The 

two threaded holes each located 

a bit more towards the outside 

of the clamp allow forcing open 

the clamp. 
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Mount the top clamp (item 4) 

onto the threaded rods (item 2). 

Thread the two hex nuts M16 

(item 3) onto each rod and use 

these to secure the clamp in 

place 

               

Mount the bracket (item 6) for 

the Junction Box onto the top of 

the Bell Housing (item 1) with 

three spring washers M6 (item 

9) and three machine screws M6 

(item 7) 

 

 

                 

Mount the assembled Junction 

Box (item 10) using four 

machine screws M8 (item 11), 

four washers M8 (item 12), and 

four M8 nuts (item 13). See 

drawing no. N2043-065 and the 

sketch to the right for further 

details 

 

Please note that the dimensions 

of the junction box differ and do 

not comply with drawing N2043-

065, see chapter 5.7 JB Cable 

connections 
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6.2 Assembling the Sensor Head for DB assembly 

The sensor head itself should be handled with caution during installation and assembly! 

The transducer window must be free from all defects. 

See drawing no. N2043-040 for finding item numbers! 

 

The sensor head (item 1) with 10 

m cable as standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thread the cable through the O-

ring (item 2) and the sensor head 

adapter pipe (item 3). 

Lubricate the O-ring with 

Molykote silicone, supplied in the 

Nortek toolbox. 

Place the O-ring (item 2) in the 

groove on the sensor head. 

 Align the sensor head and 

pipe adapter. Make sure the “X”-

mark on the adapter pipe and the 

filling point on the transducer 

face the same direction  

Screw in the 6x ¼”-20 x 7/8” 

socket cap machine screws (item 

4) to attach the adapter pipe 

(item 3) to the instrument 

assembly (item 1). Note: these 

are imperial size titanium 

machine screws. Use the 

(imperial size) Allan driver that is 

supplied in the toolkit that comes 

with the instrument assembly. 
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See drawing no. N2043-040 for 

all details of the extension pipe. 

Mount 2x O-ring (item 5) on each 

extension pipe (item 9) 

Lubricate O-ring with Molykote 

silicone, supplied in the Nortek 

toolbox 

 

 

 

 

 

End extension pipe (item 6). 

Lubricate O-ring with Molykote 

silicone, supplied in the Nortek 

toolbox 

Mount the two O-rings (item 5) 

on the End extension pipe. 
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Thread the cable through the End 

extension pipe. 

Align the pipes. Use the markings 

for the alignment. 

Screw in the eight flat head 

screws (item 7). 

Torque: 1,1 Nm, hand tight 

Repeat the above with all the 

extension pipes. 

  

Once all the extension pipes are 

mounted, thread the cable 

through the Roxtec RS31 seal 

(item 8) and mount it on the top. 

Tighten the top screws on the 

Roxtec seal. 
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7. Maintenance of the Sensor Head 

We recommend a regularly scheduled procedure which will act as a preventative 

measure to ensure your installed NSO assembly continues functioning as intended. The 

following sections can be used as a maintenance guideline for the components that may 

be exposed to wear and tear. 

When cleaning the external surfaces use a mild detergent and pay special attention to 

the transparent transducer’s window. When the instrument leaves the factory, the 

instrument window surfaces are quite smooth, and it will take some time before any 

growth starts. After the first cleaning, the surface is rougher, and it becomes easier for 

new material to grow. Typical maintenance intervals are 6-12 month, but the growth 

rates vary a considerably with the geographical location, water temperature, season, 

and deployment depth. In general, heavy growth is seen in hot and shallow areas. Cold- 

and deep-water areas see very little growth so maintenance can be less frequent. To 

clean the instrument window, we recommend staying away from strong organic solvents 

such as acetone. Barnacles must be removed mechanically, but we strongly advise 

against using sharp objects capable of harming the instrument window. 

To save time cleaning the instrument window, we recommend having a spare window 

and distilled water onboard. 

 

                                                 
 

Check the pressure sensor and remove any dirt from the holes in the lid. Be careful 

when opening the pressure sensor cap as it is easy to dent and to damage the sensor 

behind. 
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The grounding point should always be free from biofouling. 

 
 

It is important to keep connectors clean and well lubricated. Before plugging in 

connectors, we recommend to always blast the pins with compressed air, inspect them 

for cleanliness and then protect the cable connector by applying a thin layer of silicone 

lubricating spray on the pins before you plug it into the instrument. We recommend the 

3M Silicone Spray. 

Before deployment:  

• Disconnect/disengage the connector set  

• Flush the connector set with fresh water or compressed air, remove dirt. 

Remember to check the female connector, too. 

• Check that both connectors are dry. If not, let them air-dry. 

• Inspect for damage, corrosion and cuts.  

• Apply a thin film of 3M Silicone Spray or equivalent.  

• Couple the connector set and check if they are properly mated.  
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Instrument cable care 

• Do not pull on the cable to disconnect connectors.  

• Avoid sharp bends at cable entry to connector.  

• Ensure that the cable is fixed to the mounting fixture to 

avoid mechanical stress to the connection.  

 

O-rings are the critical component that keeps water out of the 

housing and thus the instrument dry and functioning. If the 

instrument has never been opened, O-ring inspection is not 

necessary. However, when changing instrument window, you can 

inspect and change the O-rings if necessary. If O-rings are 

replaced:  

• Using properly greased O-rings will help maintain sealing integrity and minimize 

O-ring degradation. Use enough grease to lubricate the O-ring thoroughly, but 

not so much that it will attract additional debris.  

• Check the O-rings and the O-ring grooves for grit, hair, lint, sand, or anything 

that could potentially breach the O-ring seal.  

• Clean the groove with a lint free swab or the folded edge of a paper towel. 

• After frequent deployments or if O-rings or groves appear dirty, remove O-rings 

and clean the groves. To remove O-rings, use finger pressure or the rounded 

edge of a plastic card to lift the O-ring out of the grove. Caution! Never use a 

metal object to remove an O-ring. It may cause damage to the O-ring or the 

sealing surface.  

• To check O-rings for damage, place the O-ring between the middle and index 

finger and thumb. Then pull the O-ring through your fingers, feeling for any 

debris or wear.  

• If O-rings are dirty, it is best to replace them. Washing dirty O-rings with soap 

and water is not recommended. Soap breaks down the lubricants and will 

compromise the integrity of the seal.  

 


